Stewardship Area 11

Size: 39.3 acres

Overview
It appears that no logging entry has been made into this area since the initial clear-cut
harvest of the “old-growth” stand in the early 1900’s. This stewardship area is predominantly
60-70 year old, good quality western red cedar trees that are closely spaced, and have
uniform overstory height. Scattered in the stand are 70-100 year old, large DBH Douglas-fir
and western red cedar trees, and uniquely tall, 60-70 year old red alder. The conifer trees in
this stand comprise a long-lived “climax” community.
The red alder trees in this stand are unique, because their trunks are so tall and straight. They
have had to compete with the cedar canopy by growing up to light. There are numerous old
relict logs and stumps present from the previous stand, because there has not been a logging
re-entry. Most are fire charred, and many stumps have springboard notches.
The majority of the ground surface in this unit is shaded by the closed canopy of trees
overhead. There are scattered small openings in the tree canopy, though, in areas where
trees, mostly red alder, have fallen or broken off. In these areas there is enough light to
support varying degrees of understory brushy vegetation, but most areas are a duff of needles
and scattered sword fern due to heavy shading.
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Much of the length of the north-south trail through this unit is an old logging railroad grade,
which is wide, nearly level and wheelchair accessible. Other trails are not wheelchair
accessible. There is an abandoned farm road along the north boundary of this area, which
has revegetated through natural succession to mostly brush and alder during the past 15-20
years. There are scattered small ephemeral wetlands in this area. Upper Hawk’s Pond
comprises the eastern part of this area. A viewing platform, the “Quiet Place” overlooks the
pond. There is evidence of past and present beaver activity in this pond.

Vegetation
This area contains a fully stocked overstory of predominantly second growth western red
cedar trees. DBH range of these trees is 8-30 inches, with an average spacing of 10-15 feet,
and estimated age of 60-70 years. Most of the overstory trees are of good commercial quality,
with straight trunks and healthy crowns. The growth rate has slowed due to tight spacing
and uniformity of canopy. There are scattered 70-100 year old Douglas-fir and 70-90 year old
western red cedar, with DBH of 24-36 inches and 30-36 inches, respectively. These trees
stand taller than the surrounding canopy. These are generally limby above the surrounding
canopy, but are otherwise good quality.
There are also scattered 60-70 year old red alder, that are uniquely tall and straight because
they have had to grow up to compete for light with the western red cedar canopy. These trees
have a DBH of 14-28 inches, with a few to 32 inches. These trees are mature, and some have
recently fallen or broken-off. More of this mortality should be expected in the future. Conifer
trees in proximity of these new openings will grow faster than neighbors, being released from
competing with adjacent trees for light.
The forest floor of the unit’s interior consists of scattered sword fern, with little other
herbaceous vegetation. In the south part of this unit there are also “meadows” of trillium in
spring. There are numerous downed logs and snags (>5/acre), mostly of recent origin. There
are also numerous relict old-growth downed logs and stumps scattered throughout this area.
As red alder dies or break, both snags and downed logs will increase within the next 10-15
years. In newly created openings there is increased early succession understory vegetation
mostly of salmonberry, and red elderberry, providing food, cover and browse for wildlife.
Where the existing forest floor lacks herbaceous vegetation, there is a poor food base for area
wildlife, although this area is a source of thermal cover.
Upper Hawk’s Pond is the eastern part of this unit. There is a dense cover of trees and shrubs
along the pond edge. The pond is a mix of open water and areas of emergent vegetation and
brushy vegetation, with numerous snags, stumps and downed logs, with root balls forming
small islands in areas. For additional information on the pond, see “Wetland Identification
and Assessment” – 1993 for details.
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Stewardship Area 11: Old railroad grade trail and 60-70 year old red cedar trees

Wildlife
This is predominantly a climax community of a closed canopy coniferous forest. While red
alder are dying, there will be enough light in small areas to support varying degrees of
understory brushy vegetation, but most of the forest floor will be a duff layer of needles and
scattered sword fern, due to heavy shading.
Long term, after the red alder have died and crown closure reoccurs, early succession species
will eventually die out, except in areas where a blow down of a conifer occurs; shade tolerant
species such as sword fern and foam flower will generally increase.
The ecosystem provided by such a stand and benefits to wildlife can be described as follows.
Wildlife species such as Douglas squirrels, owls, red crossbills, and bald eagles will use the
upper coniferous forest canopy. Bats will likely roost in the bark of the older conifer trees.
This area will continue to be a source of thermal cover for numerous wildlife species. As
shorter lived trees die, many will become snags for use by insects, woodpeckers and cavity
nesting birds. These trees will subsequently fall, along with an occasional blow down of a
healthy tree, adding to habitat on the forest floor, which is used by over 100 wildlife species.
The closely spaced cedars are long lived, and succession and death of co-dominant trees
won’t occur until they are overtopped by neighbors. This will be an ongoing, long term
source of snags and downed logs. The few scattered holes in the canopy will allow scattered
small pockets of early succession species underneath, providing a very limited food source of
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browse and berry for wildlife. The relict logs and stumps provide habitat for insects and
small mammals, but the bare forest floor is generally a poor source for food for wildlife.
Black bear signs have been observed in this area in the past, but no tree damage is apparent.
This area is actively used by local wildlife as a travel corridor. Maintaining cover will be
increasingly important as housing developments are constructed in the area.
The pond and its edge provide habitat for numerous waterfowl, swallows, red wing
blackbirds, beaver, amphibians, fish, etc. Past beaver activity within and adjacent to Upper
Hawk’s Pond is evidenced by beaver hutches/dams, gnaw marks on surrounding trees and
shrubs, and stumps. Refer to Appendix I for a more complete listing of wildlife species
present.

Objectives/Alternatives
·

·

·

·
·
·

Allow this area to grow and mature as a “climax” temperate coniferous forest, and
allow succession to create structural and vegetative diversity and snags. To increase
structural and vegetative diversity, incremental variable density thinning could be done
to create pockets or openings in the forest canopy. Removal of 30% of the overstory
trees in patches would create diversity of habitat by creating openings which would
facilitate the growth of a forest floor plant community. If this is done, newly established
vegetation would increase food and shelter available to wildlife. Cascara, hawthorn,
hazelnut, Pacific dogwood and other beneficial small trees and shrubs could be added in
the areas to further enhance the stand for wildlife.
Retain live Douglas-fir and western red cedar for natural snag recruitment. Retain trees
of various ages to increase future structural diversity. Live trees with broken tops, fungal
conks, injuries or existing cavities are especially valuable to wildlife and make good
candidates for future snags. Retain all large hardwoods as most secondary cavity nesters
prefer them over conifers.
Snags could be created from a few of the scattered existing Douglas-fir by topping
and/or girdling at the point where breakage is desired. This method may pose some
safety hazards if the snags are created in close proximity to the trail. See snag
worksheet for suggested snag densities. Trees 8-10 feet high could be cut soon after they
die in order to create short snags adjacent trails. This would reduce safety hazards. Nest
boxes could be added for secondary cavity nesters.
Leave the largest Douglas-fir trees to add to aesthetics.
Consider planting Pacific yew trees in proximity of trail in areas.
Minimize disturbance to Upper Hawk’s Pond.

Field Observation Notes
1. Relict old-growth logs and stumps (many are fire charred with springboard notches)
2. 12 foot DBH relict old-growth stump 50 feet east of trail (largest in Greenway),
between trail intersections #4 and 5 - opposite side of trail from notched, double
western red cedar relict stumps
3. Large 90-100 year old Douglas-fir trees in vicinity of trail intersection #4
4. Large, tall, straight red alder scattered in this stand - some to 32” DBH
5. The Quiet Place platform
6. Upper Hawk’s Pond, wetlands and ephemeral pools in woods
7. Trillium “meadows”, in spring, between trail intersections #6, 7 &10
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8. Red alder snag with woodpecker holes en route to the Quiet Place. The number of
recently fallen red alder trees.
9. Relatively uniform, closed canopy western red cedar stand
10. Beaver gnaw marks in the bases of trees in the vicinity of trail intersection #9
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